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Abstract
We construct all six-element orders which are not 50%-tolerance orders. We show that a
width-two order is a 50% tolerance order if and only if no restriction of the order to a six-element
set is isomorphic to one of these six-element orders. This yields a corresponding characterization
of bipartite 50%-tolerance graphs. Since an order (graph) has a 50% tolerance representation
if and only if it has a unit tolerance representation, our results apply to unit tolerance orders
(graphs) as well. c© 2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Interval graphs and interval orders have been extensively studied for their applica-
tions to scheduling, biology, and psychology, as well as for their mathematical proper-
ties. As a generalization of interval graphs, Golumbic and Monma [5] and Golumbic
et al. [6] introduced tolerance graphs, where intervals had to overlap by a certain
amount before an edge was introduced between the corresponding vertices. Jacobson
et al. [7] generalized this approach to study -tolerance interval graphs which are
classes of graphs dened in the same spirit as tolerance graphs.
In Section 2 of this paper we examine -tolerance orders and related -gap orders.
The material is independent of the remaining sections. In Section 3 we classify all
six-element 50% tolerance orders. In Section 4 we show that a width two tolerance
order (graph) is unit if and only if it has no restriction (induced subgraph) isomorphic
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Fig. 1.
to one of the orders (graphs) in Fig. 1. We will now present denitions and theorems
required later.
Let G = (V; E) be a nite graph and  a symmetric positive real-valued function
with domain R+R+. Then G is a -tolerance interval graph if it has a -tolerance
interval representation which means that each vertex x 2 V is assigned an interval Ix
on the real line and a tolerance (positive real number) tx satisfying: xy 2 E if and
only if jIx \ Iyj>(tx; ty) (where jI j stands for the length of the interval I). Using this
terminology, min-tolerance interval graphs are the tolerance graphs of [5,6].
A unit tolerance graph is a min-tolerance interval graph which has a representation
using intervals of equal length. A bounded tolerance graph has tx6jIxj for all vertices.
An interval tolerance representation of a nite graph can be slightly modied so that
no intervals share precisely the same endpoints. In this case the intersection of two
intervals in a unit interval representation of a unit tolerance graph is shorter than either
interval, so it does not change the graph if, whenever tx > jIxj, we replace tx by jIxj
[6]. As in [1] we call the corresponding bounded tolerance ordering of the complement
a unit tolerance order, a bounded tolerance order with unit length intervals.
The case of height one tolerance orders (orders with bipartite comparability graphs)
is taken care of in [1,3].
It will be convenient throughout this paper to work with a class of graphs equivalent
to unit tolerance graphs. A 50% tolerance graph is a tolerance graph with a repre-
sentation by intervals Ix with tolerance tx = jIxj=2. The corresponding order dened on
the complement of a 50% tolerance graph is called a 50% tolerance order. A 50%
tolerance representation may be completely described by the centers of the intervals cx
and the tolerances tx.
A result proved in [2] is used later. We state it here as Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. A nite graph G has a 50% tolerance representation if and only if G
has a unit tolerance representation.
Recall that an ordered set (P;<) is an interval order if each point x 2 P can be
assigned an interval Ix so that x<y if and only if Ix \ Iy = ; and all the points in
Ix are to the left of all the points in Iy. An ordered set is denoted by n + m if it
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consists of two disjoint chains, one of length n and one of length m [4]. For example,
interval orders are characterized as all orders having no restriction isomorphic to a
2+ 2. Semiorders are characterized as orders with no restriction isomorphic to a 2+ 2
or a 3 + 1.
To classify forbidden restrictions we will begin by ruling out restricted interval
orders. The next theorem shows that 50% tolerance orders and hence unit tolerance
orders are a generalization of interval orders.
Theorem 2. Any nite interval ordered set P = (X;<) has a 50% tolerance
representation.
Proof. Suppose we have an interval representation of a nite interval order. Order the
elements of X by the right-hand endpoints rx in their interval representation. Beginning
with the least upper endpoint and working through each upper endpoint rx, expand the
intervals of the representation as follows. For each rx, for all y 2 X modify Iy: Let
k = jIxj. If an interval is entirely below rx, retain the same interval. If an interval
contains rx (including the interval Ix itself), replace the interval [ly; ry] by the interval
[ly; ry + k]. If an interval lies entirely above rx, replace [ly; ry] by [ly + k; ry + k].
Any interval that intersected with Ix and has a greater upper endpoint will still contain
rx which is now the center of the new Ix. Proceed in order of rx; once an interval’s
upper end point is expanded, the interval is not modied again since it is below all
subsequent upper endpoints. Notice also that the ordering of the right-hand endpoints
has not changed. We end up with a 50% tolerance representation which remains an
interval representation; that is, two elements that are not related (incomparable) overlap
by at least 50% of one interval, and intervals of elements that are related (comparable)
do not overlap at all.
Corollary. Any nite interval graph has a unit tolerance representation.
2. -Tolerance and -gap interval graphs
We propose to consider possible tolerance versions of interval orders along the lines
of [7]. Since interval orders are orderings of the complements of interval graphs, we
could as one possibility take orderings of the complements of -tolerance interval
graphs where they exist. For example, the case where =min was investigated in [1].
Such an ordered set (P;<) is called a bounded tolerance order when tx < jIxj for each
x 2 P, and x<y if and only if the midpoint of Ix is less than the midpoint of Iy and
jIx \ Iyj<min(tx; ty). More generally for -tolerance interval graphs, the interval of
intersection has to be suciently large before an edge is introduced. Considering the
denition of interval orders, another natural way to dene tolerance orderings would
be to require the gap between intervals to be suciently large before introducing a
comparability.
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For the second case, as an intermediate step, call a digraph D = (V; A) a -gap
interval digraph if each vertex x 2 V is assigned an interval Ix = [lx; rx] on the real
line and a tolerance tx satisfying: xy 2 A if and only if ly − rx >(tx; ty). We will
use the notation [lx; rx]; tx for this representation. Similarly, for the rst case call a
digraph D = (V; A) a -tolerance interval digraph if each vertex x 2 V is assigned
an interval Ix = [lx; rx] on the real line and a tolerance tx satisfying: xy 2 A if and
only if jIx \ Iyj<(tx; ty) and the midpoint, cx, of Ix is less than the midpoint cy,
of Iy.
Since we are interested in obtaining an order, we require the relation A in a -gap
or -tolerance interval digraph D = (V; A) to be irreexive and transitive. For -gap
digraphs it is not hard to show that this is the case precisely when  satises the
triangle inequality: for every x; y; z 2 V; (tx; tz)6(tx; ty) + (ty; tz). When  does
indeed satisfy this condition we say D = (V; A) is a -gap interval order and write
x<y for xy 2 A. We do not have a similar characterization of -tolerance orders.
However, we can often associate a -tolerance order to a -gap order as we will see
in the following theorems.
Three natural ’s that are considered in the study of -tolerance interval graphs are
min, max, and sum. Only the max and sum satisfy the triangle inequality so this is
where we begin our study of -gap interval orders. It might be an interesting problem
to characterize min-gap interval digraphs.
Theorem 3. The ordered set (P;<) is a sum-gap interval order if and only if it is
an interval order.
Proof. Suppose (P;<) is a sum-gap interval order with representation [lx; rx]; tx. Thus
we have, for x; y 2 P; x<y if and only if ly − rx > tx + ty. Consider the family of
intervals [lx − tx; rx + tx] for all x 2 P. Since lx − rx > tx + ty if and only if (ly − ty)−
(rx + tx)> 0, this gives us an interval representation for (P;<). Conversely, suppose
(P;<) is an interval order with representation [lx; rx] for x 2 P. Set tx = (rx − lx)=4.
Then it is easy to see that [lx + tx; rx − tx]; tx is a sum-gap interval representation
for (P;<).
Theorem 4. An interval order is a max-gap interval order; but not conversely.
Proof. Let (P;<) be an interval order with interval representation [lx; rx]. Since P is
nite, there is an > 0 such that whenever x<y; ly − rx > . Clearly [lx; rx];  is a
max-gap interval representation for (P;<). A max-gap interval representation for the
non-interval order 2 + 2 is [0; 1]; 5; [2; 3]; 1; [5; 6]; 1; [7; 8]; 5.
Theorem 5. (P;<) is a max-gap interval order if and only if it is a tolerance order
with tx6jIxj=2.
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Proof. Suppose (P;<) is a max-gap interval order with representation: [lx; rx]; tx for
x 2 V . Dene the intervals Ix = [lx − tx; rx + tx]. We have x<y if and only if
ly − rx >max(tx; ty) if and only if Ix \ Iy <min(tx; ty) and cx <cy. Thus, we have a
representation for (P;<) as a tolerance order with tx6jIxj=2. Reversing the construction
gives the converse.
A unit max-gap order is a max-gap order with all intervals equal length. A point
max-gap order is a max-gap order with points instead of intervals.
Theorem 6. The following are equivalent:
(1) (P;<) is a unit max-gap order,
(2) (P;<) is a point max-gap order,
(3) (P;<) is a 50% tolerance order; and
(4) (P;<) is a unit tolerance order.
Proof. (1) , (2): (P;<) is a unit-max-gap order with a representation [lx; rx]; tx
and rx − lx = ry − ly = k for all x; y gives, by denition x<y if and only if ly −
rx >max(tx; ty) which is equivalent to ly+k=2−(rx−k=2)>max(tx+k; ty+k). Likewise,
ly + k=2− (rx − k=2)>max(tx + k; ty + k) if and only if cy − cx >max(tx + k; ty + k)
which is equivalent to (P;<) being a point max-gap order, with points equal to cx,
the centers of the intervals, and tolerances tx+k. Since all of these steps are reversible
by a suitable choice of k; (P;<) is a unit max gap order if and only if (P;<) is a
point max-gap order.
(2) , (3): (P;<) is a point max-gap order with points cx and tolerances tx + k
is equivalent by denition to x<y if and only if cy − cx >max(tx; ty). This in turn
is equivalent to [cx − tx; cx + tx] \ [cy − ty; cy + ty]<min(tx; ty) and cx <cy which is
denitionally equivalent to (P;<) having a 50% tolerance representation with intervals
[cx − tx; cx + tx]. Again, every step is reversible so (P;<) is a point max-gap order if
and only if (P;<) is a 50% tolerance order.
(3), (4): This follows directly from Theorem 1.
Note, if P is a max-gap interval order so is P + 2. To see this, let ls and rm be
the smallest left and largest right endpoints for intervals in a representation for P. Add
two points with intervals [ls − 2; ls − 1]; [rm + 1; rm + 2], respectively, and give both
intervals the tolerance t = rm − ls + 1.
3. Six-element suborders
To begin to characterize all width two 50% tolerance orders and hence width two unit
tolerance orders and unit max-gap orders, we rst consider several suborder restrictions
that are forbidden. We will consider all 6 element orders, and determine which have
50% tolerance representations.
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Lemma 1. Any 50% representation of a 2 + 2 with vertices x<y; w<z must have
cx <cw <cz <cy or cw <cx <cy <cz. In other words; the centers for one 2-chain
must lie between the centers for the other 2-chain.
Proof. Clearly cx <cy; cw <cz. Also, recall that the tolerance of each interval is half
the length of the interval. First suppose cx <cw. Then cw <cz − tz, for otherwise w
would not be less than z. Therefore cx <cz − tz. Since x is not less than z, and the
center for x lies outside of Iz, it must hold that cz 2 Ix. This gives us cx + tx > cz,
but cx + tx < cy since x<y. So cz <cy. Therefore cx <cw <cz <cy. Similarly, if
we assume cw <cx it follows that cw <cx <cy <cz. Finally, if cx = cw we have
cw <cz−tz because w<z, thus cx <cz−tz. Since x and z are incomparable, cx+tx > cz
which places cy >cz to preserve x<y. Symmetric arguments place cy <cz. This is
a contradiction, so cx 6= cw.
Lemma 2. Suppose an ordered set consists of a 2+ 2; x<y; w<z together with a
fth element a such that y<a; and a and z are not related. Then the only possible
ordering for the centers of the 2 + 2 is cw <cx <cy <cz. That is; the element a
forces the centers for x and y to be between the centers for w and z.
Proof. Since y<a; cy+ ty <ca and cy <ca− ta. If cz <cy then cz <ca− ta as well,
but since z and a are not related, we must have cz+tz > ca. So this gives us tz > ty and
cz−tz < cy−ty. Since w<z; cw <cz−tz and thus cw <cy−ty. However, w and y are
incomparable. This leaves cw+tw >cy, but then the interval for w overlaps cz, which is
a contradiction. Therefore cy cannot be greater than cz which forces cw <cx <cy <cz
by Lemma 1.
Notice that Lemma 2 has an obvious dual if we set a<x.
Theorem 7. The following orders are not 50% tolerance orders: The 3-crown, the
3 + 3; X; N1; N2; N3 (Fig. 1) and the dual of N2. Furthermore any six element order
which is not isomorphic to one of the above orders has a 50% tolerance representation.
Proof. In each order ca1<ca2<ca3 ; cb1<cb2<cb3 . For the 3+3, X and N1; a1; a2; b1,
b2 form a 2 + 2 and by Lemma 2 a3 forces cb1<ca1<ca2<cb2 and b3 forces
ca1<cb1<cb2<ca2 . These two orderings of centers contradict each other. Similarly
for N2 and N3; a1; a2; b2; b3 form a 2 + 2 while a3 forces cb2<ca1<ca2<cb3 and b1
forces ca1<cb2<cb3<ca2 which is a contradiction. Therefore, all ve orders (and
their duals) have no 50% tolerance representation. The 3-crown is a forbidden restric-
tion because it is an ordering of the six cycle, and the complement of the six cycle is
not an interval tolerance graph [6].
To nish the proof requires us to consider the remaining possible six element orders.
We know that any interval order has a 50% tolerance representation, so we need
only consider orders that contain a 2 + 2. So, assume we have a 2 + 2 consisting of
d1<d2 and e1<e2 and we wish to adjoin two vertices a and b.
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Fig. 2.
Fig. 3.
Fig. 4.
Case 1: a (or b) is related to at least one element in each pair:
(i) Suppose a is related to exactly one element in each pair. By transitivity a must
either be greater than both lower elements: a>d1 and e1, or a must be less than
both upper elements a<d2 and e2 (see Fig. 2).
(ii) If a is related to two elements of one pair and one element of the other then we
have Fig. 3.
(iii) Finally if a is related to all four elements of the 2 + 2 then we have Fig. 4.
The proof of case 1 is tedious and we postpone it until after considering the second
case.
Case 2: Neither a nor b is related to at least one element of each pair. We know
that we do not need to be concerned with an isolated pair by the observation at the end
of the previous section. Thus, we must have a related to some elements of one pair
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Fig. 5.
Fig. 6.
and b related to some elements of the other. Furthermore, if a and b are not related,
then each of a and b is in a component isomorphic to one of the orders given in
Fig. 5. Therefore, either we have an order isomorphic to a 3+3 or the order consisting
of a 3-chain and a v, which has a representation constructed by taking a 3 + 2 and
duplicating one element of the 2-chain.
If a and b are related we can assume a<b. Since each of a and b is unrelated to
elements in both pairs, by transitivity a must be less than the elements it is related to
and b must be greater than the elements it is related to. This gives us three possibilities,
up to isomorphism and duals (see Fig. 6).
All of these orders have suborders isomorphic to those in the rst case. This leaves
the three connected subcases corresponding to Figs. 2{4.
Subcase i (Fig. 2): We assume, without loss of generality, that a is greater than the
lower elements of the 2 + 2, d1 and e1. Dual arguments suce if a were beneath d2
and e2. The right-hand endpoint of Ie1 must be above the center of Id2 so the center
of Ia must be greater than the center of Id2 . Thus the centers must be in one of the
following two orders:
ce1<cd1<cd2<ca<ce2
or
ce1<cd1<cd2<ce2<ca
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Table 1
Succ(b) d1 d2 e1 e2 a b
fd2g; fe2g [40,56] [60,76] [0,72] [44,116] [73,75] [9,75]
fag [40,56] [60,76] [0,72] [44,116] [64,104] [0,82]
fd2; e2g 3-crown
fd2; ag; fe2; ag [40,56] [60,76] [0,72] [44,116] [64,104] [0,70]
fd2; a; e2g [40,56] [60,76] [0,72] [44,116] [64,104] [0,58]
fd1; d2; ag; fe1; e2; ag [46,50] [60,76] [0,72] [40,120] [64,104] [42,44]
fd1; d2; a; e2g; fe1; e2; a; d2g [40,56] [60,76] [0,72] [44,116] [64,104] [0,36]
Table 2
Pred(b) d1 d2 e1 e2 a b
fd1g; fe1g [40,56] [60,76] [0,72] [44,116] [64,104] [40,120]
fd1; d2g; fe1; e2g [40,56] [60,68] [0,72] [44,116] [62,106] [70,72]
fd1; e1g [40,56] [60,76] [0,72] [44,116] [64,104] [58,98]
fd1; e1; ag [40,56] [60,76] [0,72] [44,116] [73,74] [75,76]
fd1; d2; e1g; fe1; e2; d1g [40,56] [60,76] [0,72] [44,116] [64,104] [80,84]
fd1; d2; e1; ag; fd1; e1; e2; ag [46,50] [60,76] [0,72] [44,116] [64,104] [106,116]
and it is clear that we may choose Ia so as to achieve either order. Now, the element
b may be above some elements of X =fa; d1; d2; e1; e2g and below others, so it divides
X into three sets, those below b, denoted Pred(b), those above b, denoted by Succ(b)
and those incomparable to b. Specifying Pred(b) and Succ(b) completely species the
order relation. Further if b is related to elements of both fd1; d2g and fe1; e2g, then
one of Pred(b) or Succ(b) is empty.
If Pred(b) and Succ(b) are both nonempty then either d1<b<d2 or e1<b<e2
which are isomorphic to orders with b<d1 or b<e1, respectively, or e1<b<a or
d1<b<a each of which yields an order isomorphic to an example in subcase ii and
will be included in one of the corresponding tables. Furthermore if either Pred(b) or
Succ(b) contains all four elements fd1; d2; e1; e2g then our ordered set has a restriction
isomorphic to the order in subcase iii.
Assume rst that Pred(b) =;. The possibilities for Succ(b) are listed in Table 1.
The successor sets are listed in the same line of Table 1 if they yield isomorphic
ordered sets. The remaining entries in a row are intervals that give a 50% tolerance
representation of the order dened by one of the two successor sets, the one marked
with the asterisk. In every table, if no representation is given we list one of the
6-element forbidden restrictions previously described, or subcase i for example, is used
if the order is isomorphic to an order described in Tables 1 and 2 for subcase i.
In Table 1 there is no representation possible when Succ(b) = fd1; e2g since this
gives us the 6-element crown.
In Table 2 we similarly show a representation for each order (up to isomorphism)
which may be dened by specifying a predecessor set, with Succ(b) = ;.
Subcase ii (Fig. 3):In subcase ii, a is related to both elements of one pair; we will
assume d1; d2<a. This implies that the centers of d1 and d2 are between the centers
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Table 3
Pred(b) d1 d2 e1 e2 a b
fd1; d2; e1; ag [29,35] [41,47] [0,50] [26,76] [54,64] [65,75]
fd1; d2; e1g [29,35] [41,47] [0,50] [26,76] [54,64] [55,65]
fd1; e1; e2g X
fe1; e2g N1
fd1; d2g Subcase i
fd1; e1g Subcase i
fe1g [29,35] [41,47] [0,50] [26,76] [54,64] [27,77]
fd1g [29,35] [41,47] [0,50] [26,76] [52,54] [42,54]
Table 4
Succ(b) d1 d2 e1 e2 a b
fd1; d2; e2; ag [29,35] [41,47] [0,50] [26,76] [54,64] [10,20]
fd1; d2; ag [29,35] [41,47] [0,50] [26,76] [54,64] [27,28]
fd2; e1; e2; ag N3
fe1; e2; ag N2
fd2; e2; ag Subcase i
fe2; ag [29,35] [41,47] [0,50] [26,76] [54,64] [2,46]
fd2; ag [29,35] [41,47] [0,50] [26,76] [54,64] [28,34]
fe2g Subcase i
fag [29,35] [41,47] [0,50] [26,76] [54,64] [28,48]
Table 5
Pred(b) Succ(b) d1 d2 e1 e2 a b
fd1g fd2; ag [27,28] [41,47] [0,50] [26,76] [54,64] [29,35]
fd1; d2g fag [27,28] [29,35] [0,50] [26,76] [54,64] [41,47]
fd1; d2; e1g fag [29,35] [41,47] [0,50] [26,76] [65,75] [54,64]
fd1; e1g fag [46,50] [60,76] [0,72] [44,116] [80,84] [72,78]
fe1g fag Subcase iii
fe1g fe2; ag N2
fe1g fe2g N1
fd1g fag [29,35] [41,47] [0,50] [26,76] [54,64] [40,46]
of e1 and e2. Again, b’s relations can be specied by Pred(b) and Succ(b). We will
consider three cases. Table 3 assumes Succ(b) is empty. Table 4 assumes Pred(b)
is empty, and Table 5 assumes neither is empty. In all cases, if Pred(b) or Succ(b)
includes all four of fd1; d2; e1; e2g then our ordered set has a restriction isomorphic to
subcase iii and left until then.
In Table 5, only the last entry is new, the others are isomorphic to examples from
subcase iii or from Tables 2, 3 or 4.
Subcase iii (Fig. 4):In subcase iii, a is a successor of all of fd1; d2; e1; e2g. If b is a
successor of a, then it is sucient to choose an interval for b that is above all of the
other ve intervals. If b precedes a, then it is sucient to represent fd1; d2; e1; e2; bg
and choose an interval for a that is above the other ve intervals. If b precedes any
element, then b must precede a since a succeeds the other four elements, so there is
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Table 6
Pred(b) d1 d2 e1 e2 a b
fd1g; fe1g [29,35] [41,47] [0,50] [26,76] [54,102] [26,100]
fd1; d2g; fe1; e2g N2
fd1; e1g [29,35] [41,47] [0,50] [26,76] [54,102] [42,80]
fd1; d2; e1g; fe1; e2; d1g [29,35] [41,47] [0,50] [26,76] [54,102] [55,65]
fd1; d2; e1; e2g [29,35] [41,47] [0,50] [26,76] [54,102] [78,88]
only one case to consider and that is when b is not related to a but succeeds some
subset of fd1; d2; e1; e2g as shown in Table 6.
These are all the possible cases of the 6-element suborders, so the only forbidden
6-element examples are those listed in Fig. 1.
4. Width two orders and bipartite graphs
Theorem 8. Given a partially ordered set (P;<) with width two; (P;<) has a 50%
tolerance representation if and only if (P;<) does not contain one of the 6-element
examples listed in Fig. 1.
We have already shown that if (P;<) contains one of the ve width two exam-
ples, P is not a 50% tolerance order. Assume (P;<) has none of the ve exam-
ples as a restriction. We need to show (P;<) has a 50% tolerance representation.
The idea of the proof is to remove elements of (P;<) until it has an interval rep-
resentation, extend the intervals to a 50% representation, and then add intervals to
replace the missing elements. We need two lemmas about the structure of width two
orders.
Lemma 3. Let (P;<) be a width two order with none of the ve restrictions. Let X
be a 2 + k with k > 2 or a 2 + 2 together with a fth element as given in Fig. 7.
Let X1 be the chain of length 2 and X2 the chain of length k or the second chain of
length 2 together with the fth element x. Then; if b is a successor of all of X1; b
must be a successor of all of X2.
Proof. Label the top three elements of X2 by a1; a2; a3 (in the second case a3 = x). If
b is not greater than a1 we have either the 3 + 3; N1, or N2 if X is a 2 + k, or we
have N3 or the dual of N2, in the second case.
Note that Lemma 3 has an obvious dual obtained by reversing the role of x and
replacing successor with predecessor.
In order to reduce the order to an interval order it is necessary to remove a sucient
number of vertices so the remaining order has no 2 + 2 as a restriction. Let M be the
set of restrictions of P to maximal 2+ k’s. If X 2 M , then X can be considered as the
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union X1 [ X2 of two chains, one of length 2, and one of length k, not necessarily in
that order, with X1 in the rst chain of (P;<) and X2 in the second. When we follow
the strategy mentioned above and remove elements of the 2 + k’s, we need to make
certain that we do not remove too many vertices. Fortunately, the following lemma
shows this will not occur.
Lemma 4. Any pair of maximal 2 + k’s in (P;<) are either disjoint; or have one
element in common consisting of the top element of the 2-chain from one 2 + k and
the bottom element of the 2-chain from the other 2+k. Furthermore; for any maximal
2 + 2 it is impossible for both 2-chains to intersect with elements of other 2 + k’s.
Proof. Suppose X; Y 2 M , with X 6= Y . Furthermore, suppose X and Y share at
least one vertex. Assume, without loss of generality; X1 \ Y1 6= ;. Clearly X1 *
Y1 otherwise either X1 paired with X2 [ Y2 is a 2 + k properly containing X , or Y
properly contains X , contradicting the fact that X is maximal. Similarly Y1 * X1. Set
A=X1\Y1; B=X1−Y1; C=Y1−X1. Note that for all a 2 A; b 2 B; c 2 C; b<a<c
or c<a<b, since if a vertex is between any two elements of X1 it must be in X1
and a vertex between any two elements of Y1 must be in Y1.
Assume that c<a; c 2 C and a is the least element of A. Since c is not in X1; c
must be related to some element x of X2. However if c were above x then a 2 X1
would be above x, so in particular c must be less than some member x of X2. There
must be some element d 2 X1 such that c<a<d, since a is the least element of X1
(see Fig. 8). All elements of Y2 must be less than x, none are related to a or c, thus
they all must be beneath d or we have a forbidden restriction either X or N2. This
means d must be in B and jX1 \ Y1j= 1. By dual arguments, c must be less than all
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members of X2 which implies that X2 \ Y2 = ;. Finally, if there is any element of X1
greater than d or Y1 less than c we have forbidden restriction N . Therefore, if X and
Y have any common elements, they have one element in common, and it is shared by
the 2-chains of the 2 + k’s.
We must show that any 2+2 can intersect at most one of its two chains with other
2 + k’s. Suppose X is a 2 + 2 with vertices a<b and c<d and X intersects another
2 + k = Y . We have shown that they intersect in one vertex of one 2-chain. With
duality we may assume without loss of generality, they intersect at a. Consider the top
element of the non-intersecting chain Y , y. This vertex y is less than b and in the
same chain, thus less than c and d but not related to a. So y with X form the graph
in Fig. 7, with a1 = c; a2 = d; a3 = y. Suppose there is a second 2 + k, labeled Z
which intersects X at c or d (we have shown that it is impossible for Z to intersect
both vertices.) If c is a vertex of Z then the immediate predecessor of c is in Z and
less than a. But y is less than c and not related to a which is a contradiction. If d is
in Z then d must be unrelated with all elements in the opposite chain in Z , however
c is less than any element of this chain so these elements must lie above vertex b. By
Lemma 3, all successors of b must also be successors of d, which is a contradiction.
Thus, any 2 + 2 may intersect with other 2 + k in at most one of its two chains.
Proof of Theorem 8.
 Removal: The goal is to remove enough vertices so no 2+2 remains in the order. In
any 2+k, remove the bottom vertex of the 2-chain. In the case of a 2+2 rst check
if there is fth element x so that x is above one 2-chain and one element of the
second, or below one 2-chain and one element of the second, call the second 2-chain
the ‘long pair’ and remove the bottom element of that chain. It is impossible for
both pairs to be labeled the long pair by dierent elements since that would result
in a restricted 6-element order. If a 2 + 2 intersects another 2 + k, the intersecting
pair will be labeled the long pair, since any element of the k chain has the role of
x. Eectively removing these elements could result in the removal of the top vertex
of a 2-chain as well, if it is a bottom vertex of some other 2-chain. What is left
over is an interval order and has a representation by closed intervals on the real
line, such that x<y if and only if the interval for x is completely to the left of the
interval of y. We call this reduced order P0 or ‘the reduced order’ below.
 Extend to a 50% overlap: Increase the length of the intervals of P0 as in Theorem
2 to a 50% tolerance representation. The intervals of pairs of vertices that are not
related overlap in the manner that the interval with the greater upper endpoint con-
tains the center of the interval with the lesser upper endpoint. Two vertices that are
related have intervals that do not overlap at all.
 Replace the missing vertices: Replace the vertices from the top of the order down.
Consider one maximal collection of overlapping 2+ k’s at a time (possibly a single
2+k with no overlap). Choose new intervals so that the intervals for vertices below
the current 2 + k maintain the properties listed in the extension step above. Let
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Ai; i = 1; : : : ; n, be the 2 + k’s in one such collection listed in descending order.
Let each Ai consist of Ai;1, the overlapping 2-chains, and Ai;2, the corresponding
disjoint k-chains. Let x0 be the upper element of A1;1 which is not removed in
the reduced order, and let xi be the least element of the pair Ai;1 (all of which
are removed in creating the reduced order). Let u be the immediate successor of
x0 and v the immediate predecessor of xn if these vertices exist. We know that u
is greater than all elements of A1;2 by Lemma 3, using the vertices A1;1; A1;2 and
A2;2 to forming the necessary ve element order (see Fig. 9). This implies that u
is greater than all elements of every Ai;2. Symmetrically v is less than all elements
of each Ai;2; i = 1; : : : ; n. Let Bi be the set of vertices not related to xi but below
the immediate successor and above the immediate predecessor of xi. Notice that the
vertices of Bi are above the vertices of Ai+1;2 and below the vertices of Ai;2.
Suppose w is a vertex not related to x0 in P, but greater than x1, that is w 2 B0. Since
A1;2 is a chain of at least two vertices both not related to x1 there are two vertices
below w not related to x0. If we consider the 50% tolerance relation formed from P0
up to this point, at least one of the vertices in A1;2 must have the center of its interval
contained in the interval for x0, but below the interval for w. Therefore, the interval
for x extends below the interval for w. The strategy is to alter the representation of
vertices in Ai;2 so the missing vertices xi may be replaced. Note that x0 is above v
and all vertices Bi and A1;2 or below. If necessary, shift all intervals below x0 down
a constant amount to open a gap between x0 and v. Replace the vertices of A1;2 with
small intervals at the lower tip of the interval for x0 under the interval for w if it exists.
The vertices in Ai;2 are below u and above v so this does not present any diculty.
Place an interval for x1 in this gap. This interval should be placed with center below
the interval for x0 but overlapping x0 and containing the intervals for A1;2. If x1 6= xn
keep a gap between x1 and v. Replace all vertices in B1 with small vertices above
the center of x1 but below x0 and all vertices in A2;2 as small intervals near the
lower endpoint of the interval of x1. Repeat this procedure in a similar fashion until
replacing xn.
We will replace xn and elements of Bn and A2; n as above. However, unlike the
previous vertices, xn may be unrelated to one element that also unrelated to v. If there
were more, xn, and v together with these elements would form a 2 + k and v would
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have been removed. If this element exists it must be below every vertex of Bn. Denote
the element that is not related to both xn and v by t. If the interval for t extends above
the interval for v, move all intervals below and including t and v up by a constant
amount so that the interval for xn can be placed with center within the interval for t,
center over the interval for v and overlap a small amount of xn−1. If the interval for t
does not extend above the interval for v and the only vertex in P0 that t is not related
to is v, then t can be replaced by a small interval at the interval for v’s tip, and v
together with all intervals below v can be moved up to overlap the interval for xn.
Finally, if t is not related to some element below xn, since all intervals below v are in
the original 50% representation P0, then the interval for t must overlap the center of
these vertices and thus extend below the interval for v. Then v can be replaced by a
smaller interval contained in t, so that t does extend above the interval for v, and we
continue as above. If t and v are part of a 2 + 2 then t is a ‘long’ element and the
elements below t have been removed (and will be replaced) so shrinking v will not
cause any diculty. When all of these xi’s are replaced, the resulting representation is
still a 50% tolerance representation.
Once all collections of 2+ k’s are replaced, we have a 50% tolerance representation
for P thus proving the theorem.
Corollary 2. A nite bipartite graph is a unit tolerance graph if and only if it is a
comparability graph with no subgraph isomorphic to the complements of the 3 + 3,
N1; N2; N3 or X; as shown in Fig. 10.
This follows from Theorems 1 and 8, and that all unit tolerance graphs are cocom-
parability graphs.
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